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Peter Onuf: This is the podcast of BackStory with us, the American History Guys. I'm Peter 
Onuf, 18th century guy.

Ed Ayers: I'm Ed Ayers, the 19th century guy.

Brian Balogh: And I'm Brian Balogh, 20th century guy.

Barack Obama: The pundits, the pundits like to slice and dice our country into red states and 
blue states. Red states for Republicans, Blue States for Democrats, but I've got 
news for them too. We worship an awesome God in the Blue states and we 
don't like federal agents poking around in our libraries in the Red states.

Brian Balogh: Remember that. Barack Obama back in 2004 in his coming out speech at the 
Democratic National Convention. He hadn't even been elected to the Senate 
yet, but already he was talking about the possibility of a new kind of politics, 
one that would take us forward into a brave new post partisan age.

Barack Obama: E pluribus unum. Out of many, one.

Ed Ayers: So much can happen in six years in the wake of this week's democratic drubbing 
at the polls. Obama's promise of a new post partisan politics looks, in retrospect 
to been a bit naive at best. To many Obama's presidency seems to have 
ratcheted partisan rancor up to a level, not seen in a long, long time. Some have 
even called it unprecedented.

Peter Onuf: And that's where we come in. You see, whenever people start throwing around 
words like unprecedented, our little historian antennae start twitching around. I 
mean, sure, we understand why a lot of you probably look at Congress and 
conclude that our political system is broken. But if you take the long view, things 
might not seem so bad.

Brian Balogh: So on today's podcast, we figured we take that long view on this question of 
partisanship. Is Washington, as many claim, more dysfunctional than it's ever 
been before? Or is it merely business as usual in American politics? What do you 
think, Peter? Have we declined from the civility and deliberation that 
characterized our nation's founding era?

Peter Onuf: Well,

Brian Balogh: Tell me it ain't so, Peter.

Peter Onuf: I wish it were so. Then we'd have an inspiring example, actually partisan 
polemics and trash talk go back to the very beginning of American political 
history. In fact, you might say it's not just the noise surrounding politics, in some 
ways it is the politics. And it's essential. I think we ought to keep in mind that 
what distinguishes our system and makes the constitution work is that we have 
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provided for regime change through internal mechanisms. And to make that 
meaningful to the American people we have to have political parties that are 
able to articulate conflicting views. Because if we're all agreeing on everything, 
then what's the point of getting involved?

Ed Ayers: Let's say, let me, let me model that behavior by disagreeing with you. If this is so 
intrinsically what we're doing then why the heck isn't it in the constitution? You 
know why they, why did they have to make it up after hours as it were?

Peter Onuf: Well, we have to think about what the constitution does. The constitution is 
static by itself. It provides for mechanisms that have to be vitalized. There has to 
be energy and life in them. Nobody knew this at the beginning because there 
was a dream, a fantasy that all we needed to do was get those mechanisms and 
the machine would run of itself without the need for popular political action. 
But in a way, once the genie was out of the bottle, once the people had gotten 
involved in the revolution itself, and then in the ratification struggle over the 
Constitution, there was no putting them back in that bottle.

Ed Ayers: You know, and I would add that partisanship along party lines can actually be a 
constructive thing because let's think about an example from the 19th century. 
When partisanship declined, the partisanship between the Democrats and the 
Whigs, the two national parties, in which you'd have this conflict that Peter's 
talking about in every community in America. So whether in New England or in 
the Midwest or in the South or out West, people are fighting with each other 
and their neighbors. But when that fades away, as soon as the Whig party 
begins to decline, then the divisions between northerners and southerners 
reasserts itself.

Peter Onuf: That's a great point, Ed.

Ed Ayers: And people said at the time, look out. You know, if we lose the two party 
system, which channels conflict into ways that can be resolved in each election 
and replace it with sectional conflict for which there is no resolution other than 
war, there's no telling what's going to happen. And of course what did happen 
was war.

Peter Onuf: Wouldn't you say Ed, that in your century, in the period of the so called second 
party system, you could be violently opposed to your neighbor in partisan terms 
and believe that your neighbor voting against you was risking the future of the 
republic. Yet there were other contexts in which you'd imagine yourself in 
solidarity with your neighbor. Maybe even that whole sectional thing you were 
just talking about. It's the fact that you could both be opposed to people and 
identify with them at the same time. It sounds like a paradox and it seems to me 
that that kind of locally based two party system enabled Americans, in effect, to 
have it both ways during this period.
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Ed Ayers: Yeah, and that reminds us of an important role that the parties play, which is 
creating the machinery of local government that the founders did not really 
conceive all the way down to the ground. Right?

Peter Onuf: Right.

Ed Ayers: So what you find is that why does it matter if your neighbor is a Democrat and 
you're Whig? Well because somebody is going to be handing out a partisan 
position, somebody is going to become the tax collector. Somebody going to be 
the editor of the newspaper.

Brian Balogh: Someone's going to decide where the road goes.

Ed Ayers: Yeah, exactly. And so people have a reason that's not just hatred or policy 
difference to sort of disagree, but when it's over, the idea is you shake hands 
and you go on because you have to.

Brian Balogh: Because you're neighbors.

Peter Onuf: And because there's going to be another election. Right. So the game continues. 
That's the important thing to believe,

Ed Ayers: Exactly.

Peter Onuf: ... that the game is going to go on. Of course the civil war put an end to that. But 
did it revive in the post civil war period?

Ed Ayers: Yeah. The paradox is that the most highly partisan period in American history, if 
we measure it by voter turnout and the parity of the parties is the Gilded age, 
the period after reconstruction and before the Progressive Era in the early 20th 
century. And there you had elections decided by one or two percentage points 
and 80, 90, or above 90% voter turnout. And most people would be hard 
pressed to name a single president from that period, you know? And it's like, oh, 
wait a minute, why did people care when there was nothing really important to 
be decided? And in some ways that is the vision of the machine that was 
running by itself.

Peter Onuf: Mm-hmm. Nice.

Ed Ayers: It was the machine for its own sake. And what you found is that the parties had 
a strong regional identity. And so the Democrats were heavy in the south and in 
the northern cities. Republicans were heavy throughout the north. And they 
sort of were closely matched against their opponents in other regions. But it 
also meant there were people nearby that if you lost for a moment, you're going 
to have a damn Republican be your postmaster down south or you're going to 
have a damn Democrat, you know, be the tax collector up north. And so it's a 
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fascinating period that, you know, people ended up in Brian's period deciding 
wasn't really all that great. That it needed to be replaced with something better.

Brian Balogh: Well, they decided it wasn't so great because it entailed a lot of corruption. 
Because it was not getting at some of the really important issues that Americans 
were really upset about. Doing something about fluctuating railroad rates, not 
knowing what it was going to cost to ship your wheat from day to day, doing 
something about these gigantic trusts that seem to be controlling politics from 
afar. And so the thinking was if we can get away from this partisanship. If we 
can introduce kind of a more rational, maybe even scientific tone to the debate. 
If we can get rid of a lot of the emotions that were associated. You know this, 
Ed, in the end of your century, it was like mobilizing for war among the parties.

Ed Ayers: Yeah. That's right.

Brian Balogh: They had these torchlight parades. They had picnics. It was, it was more than 
just going and casting your ballot. It was really a whole way of life.

Ed Ayers: And we need to remember that one reason it's like that, because this is all guys, 
there are no women voting, right? So it is-

Brian Balogh: Great point.

Ed Ayers: ... war. It's like clubs. It's like sports, you know, in which today you see people 
wearing, you know, a Raiders jacket or Redskins cap or something. That's who 
you are. Back then who you are was a Democrat or a Republican and it had 
meanings far beyond election day.

Brian Balogh: And the sports analogy goes farther, Ed, because you were who your father was. 
You know, you didn't change teams. I mean, if you're, if your dad was a Brooklyn 
Dodger fan, you know, you, wrong century, but you know, you didn't jump from 
one team to another. You stuck with your party unless one of these weird third 
parties came along every 20 or 30 years. So the progressives, as they were 
called, in the beginning of the 20th century said, look, we've got to get away 
from this corruption, handing out jobs just based on who wins elections. We 
need to hire people based on merit and we need to kind of dampen down the 
role of these political parties. And they did to a certain extent. And guess what 
happened?

Ed Ayers: Yeah. People quit voting.

Brian Balogh: People quit voting, and then from the 1920s until this very day, the very same 
kinds of people, you know, those smarty pants history professor types who 
know everything, they'd wring their hands and say, "Gee, I wonder why people 
aren't voting anymore." So I would say that there's a very good case to be made 
for the parties lining up in clear ideological terms and there's a pretty good case 
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to be made that people, regular people, can have a better sense of what party 
they subscribe to if the lines between those parties are drawn pretty clearly.

Peter Onuf: Well, Brian, I think it's a good point, but what occurs to me is that though we 
could have highlights of partisan rancor across three centuries and it's my 
century against yours and they all look pretty much the same. In fact, the 
circumstances of partisan polemics have changed dramatically. And it has a lot 
to do, I think today with, and it maybe helps explain some of the alienation, that 
what seemed to be so compelling in Ed's century and in mine, that kind of the 
local engagement and the importance of parties on all levels of government. It's 
become focused on a national debate and it seems to be about final ultimate 
things and that there is a right and there's a wrong and the game might not 
continue.

Brian Balogh: And the other thing that's dropped out are those tangible benefits. That were 
material. They were visible. And you know what? They could be divided up. Lots 
of roads could be built. Lots of jobs could be handed out. And today it's much 
more what political scientists call zero sum games. You know, you can't allow 
abortion and respect life at some point.

Peter Onuf: What I'd like to bring out of this though is that we are concerned now about 
extreme rhetoric in which, in effect, Americans are calling their fellow 
Americans foreigners.

Brian Balogh: Yes.

Peter Onuf: And some of that language has historically come out of party competition within 
a more or less stable two party system. But then there's also extreme rhetoric 
on the margins against the two party system, and we tend to distinguish those 
two. But I think they blend together. And what the real concern that many 
people have today is that we have reached a point of alienation from each 
other. Of polarization. And historians love to say, "Oh, we've been there, we've 
done that. Relax people."

Brian Balogh: Yeah, that's my line, Peter.

Peter Onuf: Yeah, yeah, yeah. And, and I wish it were true, but there are moments that go 
back throughout American history when the system comes to the verge of 
breaking down and then sometimes it does. And that has a strong connection 
with the polarization of attitudes.

Ed Ayers: Yeah, because partisanship, we see, has two different meanings. On one hand it 
means, you know, people are parts and they are differing with each other, but it 
also means they belong to something.

Peter Onuf: They're parts of a whole.
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Ed Ayers: Right, exactly. And when the part of what they belong to is not a national party, 
but a class, or race, or us versus them in terms of Americans versus foreigners. 
Then the very good work that the two party system, the partisanship that's 
institutionalized in the party system. Then when that's gone, then people are 
speaking about some elemental unmediated identity that tears things all apart.

You know guys, it's hard to talk about the history of partisanship without 
mentioning the media and you don't have to look too hard these days to find 
people blaming the media for basically everything that's wrong. You know, not 
too long ago there were just three networks. Everybody assumed that they 
were all relatively sane and relatively balanced. Now people line up behind the 
pundits they agree with most be it Glen Beck or Keith Olbermann, Rush 
Limbaugh or Randi Rhodes.

Brian Balogh: Randi Rhodes, in case you don't know, is the host of the daily talk radio program 
that takes on the news of the day, but from a left wing perspective. If you 
haven't heard of her, it's probably because there's so few stations that carry 
people like her, liberal talk radio hosts. Take a listen to the way Randi handled 
this past election day.

Randi Rhodes: No matter what happens this election day today, at least San Francisco got a big 
win with a liberal baseball team. San Francisco, liberal Giants. San Francisco 
liberal. Not good for San Francisco. Liberals not good for San, oh, you know 
what the best part of Election Day is? The freaking commercials will stop. Oh, 
thank God in heaven. Oh.

Brian Balogh: The Randi Rhode show is syndicated by the Premier Radio Network. That's the 
same network, strangely enough, the carries Rush, Glenn Beck and Sean 
Hannity, among others, but she first gained national exposure as it afternoon 
host on Air America. The short live liberal network started back in 2004. Her 
program performed really well there, but Randi had come up as a shock jack and 
never really got used to hewing the party line. She was fired in 2008 after 
making disparaging remarks, off mike, about Hillary Clinton. I spoke with Randy 
before the election and she explained that in its very structure, Air America was 
just mirroring what already existed on the right.

Randi Rhodes: It actually had a name, which sounds really horrible. It's called format purity and

Brian Balogh: Format purity.

Randi Rhodes: I mean, you know, that's what it was called and it's still radio, corporate radio, is 
still programmed that way. All the progressive stations are progressive all day 
and all the conservative stations are conservative all day. Problem is that there 
are thousands of radio stations that are conservative all day and a handful, 
maybe 60 to 65, in the entire country that are progressive. But each of those are 
progressive all day.
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Brian Balogh: Randi, you're currently on the Premier Radio Network. That's the same network 
that carries Rush Limbaugh. It's an entirely conservative line up.

Randi Rhodes: It's totally conservative.

Brian Balogh: I have to ask you what, what kind of pressure do you get from them to toe a 
certain ideological line?

Randi Rhodes: I get zero pressure from Premier about content. But I do hear over and over 
again that, you know, either they won't put you on this station because it's all 
conservative. And I keep telling them, you know, entertainment's entertainment 
and what's wrong with a mixed format, you know? I mean, what has changed. 
And still you can't break through the wall of 24/7 conservative voices.

You know, there is one place where there's a mixed format from me and I love 
this place. XM decided that they were going to put Glenn Beck on in the 
morning. I think I followed Dave Ramsey, after that, and then me and so I get 
those callers. Glenn Beck callers. Dave Ramsey callers. And they're very 
conservative and I will talk to them and be as patient with them as I can and 
they realize that I'm not doing what the others do. I'm not yelling at them, not 
screaming at them.

I'm challenging them to think this through. Some can, some can't. Some are 
interesting. Some are absolutely brainwashed. Some are embarrassed because 
they don't have facts in their heads. However, they don't know what to believe. 
They say, why should I believe you? So I've taken to telling them, don't believe 
me. In fact, don't believe anything you hear on the radio. I know the company I 
keep. Look it up yourself, but don't look it up in a blog. You know, look it up in it 
in a history book or look it up, look, read The Constitution.

Brian Balogh: Randy, you paint a pretty grim picture of the media situation today.

Randi Rhodes: The media is, the media is a disaster.

Brian Balogh: All right.

Randi Rhodes: It is an absolute, it's a, it's a shame.

Brian Balogh: It's a disaster. But let me play devil's advocate here. If we go back to the 50s and 
60s, the supposed golden age of the media, what we really see is the dominance 
of television. And within television we've got three networks all huddled around 
the middle. None of them can survive financially unless they get a significant 
market share. So they're all trying to appeal to that presumably mythical middle. 
And what that leaves out are perspectives on the left and the right, that might 
be called fringe perspectives, but is there something to be said about calling a 
spade a spade and explicitly labeling one's ideological perspective so we can get 
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it out on the table rather than pretending there's some kind of happy medium 
that we all agree with.

Randi Rhodes: I think that the, the, the issue is not do you want your fringe ideology 
represented right there on the TV or on the radio, but where are you getting 
your facts from? You know, the, the McCarthy hearings were televised, you 
know. Franklin Roosevelt could sit on the radio and talk to the American people 
in an honest way and let them decide whether they were for him or against him. 
And you did have competing ideas, calling him, you know, calling him a Jew. You 
know, you had your John Birchers out there. So fringe people always found their 
niche. They, they always found a place to go. You know, you had the student 
SDS movement in the 60s with, you know, just the three networks. People are 
able to figure out where on the Kinsey scale of politics they fall.

Brian Balogh: You know you make a very good point there, Randi. I agree.

Randi Rhodes: Yeah, but, but they need facts and if people are operating off of the same facts, 
you get a decent debate.

Brian Balogh: Yeah.

Randi Rhodes: Which is what I'm all about. If you don't have the same set of facts, then you 
end up with this fragmented scatological, hateful, ridiculous debate that does 
nothing to further your cause one way or the other. Whatever side you're on.

Brian Balogh: That's Randi Rhodes, host of the Randi Rhode Show heard daily, maybe, on a 
radio station near you.

Ed, Peter, you know, Randi looks back to this period of objective facts and I 
think you can find such a period and such outlets in certain newspapers.

Ed Ayers: That was called Wednesday.

Brian Balogh: In my period, but I want to throw this back to you and find out if that's an 
enduring American tradition, the media providing the facts and the people 
arguing based on that shared set of facts. Or is that something that, as Ed puts 
it, it happened on Wednesday in 1954.

Ed Ayers: Well, you know, there's certainly been a strong tradition of people always saying 
they're presenting the facts. I think it's very American sort of lingo, you know, 
just the facts, ma'am. Right. I think back to Peter's era in which you had, well, 
the, the main book was called Common Sense, right? Right. It was just like, here 
are the facts. I lay him out to you. And the obvious result is that there's gotta be 
a revolution.
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Peter Onuf: Just think about that for a minute, Ed. Common sense. Well, it wasn't common 
sense until Thomas Paine said it in 1776. These truths were not self evident until 
Thomas Jefferson articulated them in the Declaration of Independence. So facts 
are, hm, they're suspicious things because they are truths that are being 
entered into controversy. That is they're claims about the truth, of course. It's 
not that Paine and Jefferson lack sincerity. They mean that this is what's going 
to happen. And if you people would just wake up, you would see the truth.

So it's in fact to use the word fact, in fact, Ed, you're right. We have privileged 
facts in American history. We're a common sense people who pursue self 
evident truths but they can lead us in radically different directions.

Ed Ayers: You know, Peter, actually, if you think about what gets us in trouble is that 
people think that facts are always self evident or always common. Since we 
simply cannot just imagine.

Peter Onuf: And why can't you see this?

Ed Ayers: I know it.

Peter Onuf: I mean it's obvious to me. What's wrong with you?

Brian Balogh: Okay, well what, one of the facts I know about the 18th century, Peter, is that 
there were no political parties. They were bad things. We weren't supposed to 
have them. Yet we got them to know what their relationship to the facts were.

Peter Onuf: Well that's another on of,

Brian Balogh: The press set those parties straight. Right?

Peter Onuf: Absolutely.

Brian Balogh: It provided the facts and it let people decide between those parties, right Peter?

Peter Onuf: No. Wrong.

Brian Balogh: Oh God. That's why I'm in the 20th century.

Peter Onuf: To some extent, Brian, you could say that there are no parties until there is a 
press. Because the press is the embodiment of the party because what gives the 
party life is a view of the world that seems persuasive and compelling. And it's 
the printers and all these newspapers that proliferated across the country that 
are sponsored by political parties. As soon as they, they win an election, they 
give a contract to the printer and they're off and running.

Brian Balogh: So forget your century. I'm sure that got fixed in Ed's century, the 19th century.
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Peter Onuf: Well, that's the great century, isn't it, Ed, for the political press.

Ed Ayers: In fact, Peter, all facts show that what we really see is the efflorescence of what 
you just described. That once the press really saturates the entire country and 
you started having a two papers in every little town that are arguing with each 
other about every level of politics. I tell you, you go back and read these things, 
it's like a bewildering tornado of facts. You know, you've gotten census numbers 
and voting turnouts and tax records and all this sort of stuff, and you can read 
the newspapers from the same town the same week and find a completely 
different set of facts arrayed to confirm what you already believed when you sat 
down and opened up that paper.

Brian Balogh: So what strikes me is different about my century guys, is it's the first time that 
people begin to complain about this, right? I mean, it seems like it's pretty 
natural and the 18th century, the end of the 18th century, and certainly in your 
century, Ed, for people to assume that newspapers are going to be partisan, 
right? You'd go out and buy your Republican paper or your Democratic paper, or 
your Whig paper. It's really just, you know, not until the 20th century that, that 
people start say, "Hey, you know, I want a paper that'll give me the facts."

Ed Ayers: Let me tell you why. Back then, the market and the partisan press were aligned 
in a transparent way. You knew you were buying a Republican paper with 
Republican facts that had a Republican identity, right? But what happens when 
people are using the language of objectivity? No, no, no, no. This is not a party 
representation of the truth.

Peter Onuf: Right.

Ed Ayers: This is the truth. And it goes back to Peter's period in which people were 
suspicious then of real motives. Is that person really a cover for the English or 
the French? And in your period, are they really just a cover for, you know, an oil 
company.

Brian Balogh: And you know what, Ed, you know who became the most suspicious person in 
the 20th century?

Ed Ayers: Who?

Brian Balogh: The partisan. Think about the thrust of progressive era reform in the first 
decade of the 20th century. What was it aimed at really? What was aimed at 
really? It was aimed at partisans.

Ed Ayers: People who would let partisanship get in the way of facts.

Brian Balogh: Exactly. So you're absolutely right that the market realigns itself, but it does 
that, in part, there are a lot of factors going on here, but it does it in part, 
because Americans start questioning very explicitly the whole idea of 
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partisanship. We got to get away from voting as a Democrat or Republican. We 
got, we've got to vote for what's objectively right.

Peter Onuf: You know, there's a fantasy that goes back to the beginnings of modern 
liberalism and that is that transparency, the word that Ed used, in publicity. If 
we only knew what was happening in those smoke filled rooms, if we had 
complete openness and all the facts that were available to all the players, then 
we would all be wanting the same thing, wouldn't we? That's the basic notion of 
progress and enlightenment is based on overcoming our ignorance and, and 
shining light into dark corners.

Brian Balogh: Yeah, but do you know what happened as we moved to break down these 
parties and seek the truth is we found that there was a certain convergence in 
the middle that lots of people were uncomfortable with, and it's, it's, I think, fair 
to say that in the last 30 or 40 years of our history right up til now, many people 
have said, "Look, it's good that we're getting back to labeling our ideological 
differences. So we just don't cover over some false consensus."

Peter Onuf: Yeah. But it's also demystifying and demoralizing, Brian, because most of us, 
most of the time would rather be doing something else. I mean, think of the 
levels of public support for Congress and the parties. One of the things that 
makes us angry is that we have to pay attention to politics because the bad guys 
may take over whoever your bad guys are. We don't want to, the default 
position is for us to consume, to enjoy our lives, to get good therapy with our 
favorite analysts, and just just chill, dude. But it's the, it's the anger is that we're 
forced to worry about politics because the future of the world is at stake. Now 
it's a left and a right thing. The planet is gonna melt. The Socialists are going to 
take over. These are important things. You better watch out.

Ed Ayers: I'm sorry I wasn't paying attention, Peter. I was playing Rock Band. What were 
you saying?

Brian Balogh: Well we want to know what you think about all of this. Drop by our website and 
let us know. You can find us at backstoryradio.org. All of our past shows are 
archived there. And our Facebook page is only a click away. Don't be a stranger.

Announcer: Backstories produced by Tony Field and Catherine Moore. [Gabi Ultra 00:27:58] 
wrote our theme song. Our executive producer is Andrew Wyndham.

Peter Onuf: Remember, backstory isn't just a podcast. It's a radio show too. If it's not yet 
available in your listening area and you'd like it to be, contact your local public 
radio station and let them know. And while you're at it, consider making a 
financial contribution to help keep this podcast coming to you for free. There's a 
link to give on the right side of our website backstoryradio.org.

Backstory is a production of VFH radio at the Virginia Foundation for the 
Humanities.
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